Don Bosco College of Engineering Students visit Plumbing Lab at Pune, 9 Jan 2020

50 students of Final year Civil Engineering of Don Bosco College of Engineering, Fatorda, Margao, Goa along with 4 faculty members visited world class plumbing laboratory setup by Indian Plumbing Association based at College of Engineering, Pune.

Mr. Pradeep Jagtap of Geberit explained the different types of fixtures and accessories used in plumbing. The students were also exposed to various plumbing concepts by the way of demonstrations. Mr. Jagtap enthusiastically answered all the questions posed by the students. The students were impressed with the setup of the laboratory.

Mr. Chetan Apte and Mr. Rahul Sakore during their interaction stressed on Plumbing as a career option. Mr. Vaishnav Walmiki of Geberit assisted the students, during the visit.

Prof. Satyesh Kakodkar, Assistant Professor from Civil Engineering of Don Bosco College of Engineering thanked Mr. Pravin Bora Chairman of IPA –Pune Chapter, Mr. Dinesh Shah, Secretary, IPA –Pune Chapter and Mr. Ashok Joshi, Chairman, IPA –Goa Chapter for their valuable assistance in organising the visit.